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• IntelliGo CGM Transmitter records Sensor data
and sends data to your App via Bluetooth.
• The communication range between the transmitter
and smart phone is 2 meters, all data is stored in
transmitter and can be resumed in case of
disconnection.
• The one-click applicator is used to apply
the sensor.
• The sensor is attached at the bottom of
the applicator.
• IntelliGo App on your smart phone
receives your glucose data and
displays your glucose information.

• IntelliGo i3 Sensor is inserted under the
skin to measure your glucose level in
interstitial fluid.

Intelligo i3 CGM system overview

• The releaser is a tool for removing the transmitter
from the sensor after a sensor session is ended.

1. Install IntelliGo App

2. Actions to take

Download the IntelliGo App from Google Play/App store.

•

Make sure that your smart phone’s Bluetooth is turned on.

•

(Android) Allow the app to access the device’s location so that the app can
access Bluetooth.

•

Turn off the Do Not Disturb mode on your smart phone.

•

Allow the IntelliGo App to send you notifications.

•

Make sure that the IntelliGo App is always open and running.

•

Restart the IntelliGo App after you restart your smart phone.

App is suitable for the system of Android 6.0, IOS12 and above.
App is compatible with:
✓ Samsung: Galaxy S8, Galaxy S8 Plus, Galaxy S9, Galaxy
S9 Plus;
✓ VIVO: NEX, X21;
✓ OPPO: R17, R17Pro, A72;
✓ OnePlus: 6;
✓ Huawei: Mate10, Mate10 Pro (and above), P10, P10 Pro
(and above), honor 9 series, honor 10 series;
✓ Xiaomi: 8 series, MIX2 series, Redmi 9A;
✓ Ιphone 6 and above.

Note: Contact your Service Provider if none of these is •
compatible.

Install the Glunovo App

Do not activate low battery usage mode while using the IntelliGo App.

1. Enter your information in IntelliGo App

2. Set up your units of measurement

• Enter your name, email, country info, etc.

You can only set the unit when you install
the app and use it for the first time. For
safety, user cannot change the unit during
using.

3. Set up your glucose thresholds
There are three thresholds: low limit, high limit and high
alarm.
From low limit to high limit is your target range.
You will receive a low alarm when your glucose level is
below the low limit.
Your high alarm threshold can be set higher than your
high limit and you will receive a high alarm when your
glucose level exceeds the high alarm limit.

Set up

1. Select site
Select correct insertion site and clean with alcohol wipes.
Note:
► On the Abdomen (recommended).
► 5 cm away from the belly button.
► 5 cm away from the insulin injection site.
► Avoid fatty clotting site, tattoos, scars.
► Shave the spot if there is excessive hair.
Warning: Do not use if the packaging is damaged or expired!
2. Remove the protective liners
The sensor is attached but not entirely connected to the applicator. There
are two protective liners covering the adhesive.

Press the sensor on one side and remove the protective liners of the other
side, then remove the remaining piece of liner carefully.
Note: Please remove the paper carefully, otherwise the sensor may drop
off from the applicator

Preparation before applying the sensor

3. Place the sensor
Place the sensor horizontally on the abdomen.
Press the applicator to ensure that the tape is firmly attached.

4. Open the safety lock
Hold the applicator and slide the safety lock button from
“locked” to “unlocked”.

Apply the sensor

5. Press the top button
Press the insertion button on top of the applicator.
Note: You will then hear a clear sound when the application spring is triggered,
indicating that the sensor is properly inserted.

6. Press the adhesive
Press the sensor and run your fingers around the adhesive tap to make sure
it is firmly attached to your skin.

Apply the sensor

Attach the transmitter
Wipe the bottom of the transmitter with alcohol wipe and wait till it dries.

Pointy side

The side with two slots for snap joints

First, put the pointy side of the transmitter into the sensor base.
Then press down the other end with two slots on both sides until you hear two clicks,
indicating that the snap joints of the sensor base are connected to the transmitter.

Note:
►Put your thumb and middle finger of one hand on the edges of the adhesive tape and the
base, and the index finger is placed on the transmitter to ensure that it will not move.
►Press the transmitter with the thumb of the other hand till you hear the two clicks clearly.
►If it is not completely buckled, transmitter might get detached or the probe might not work
►Do not take out the transmitter when the sensor base is attached to the skin.

Attach the transmitter

Ensure transmitter embedding

After hearing the two clicks, check the position of the transmitter in the sensor. Ensure that the transmitter is placed in absolutely
horizontal position relatively to the sensor. Below you can see examples of right and wrong positioning of the transmitter.

Correct Transmitter Positioning:

Ensure transmitter embedding

Wrong Transmitter Positioning:

How to ensure the correct way to embedding the transmitter:
• Make sure hear the 2 click sounds when install the transmitter (click sound is made by the pressing only not by inserting), then make
sure the 2 joint slots are at the same plane.
• After installation, please visual check if both sides are embedded well: refer to pic3
Instruction Pic 1

Pic 2:

Pic 3:

Ensure transmitter embedding

Pair with transmitter
Enter the Serial Number (SN) of the transmitter.
Enter Pin of the transmitter . The Pin should be exactly same as printed on the label.
Tap Start Pairing.
Note: Case sensitive for the letters entered.

SN

PIN

Connect with the App

Start the sensor

Warm-up

Enter the Sensor ID (LOT Number).
Press START CGM.

Pairing Confirmation will be displayed
Press START CGM to start the Warm-up process
the warm-up takes 190 minutes.

Sensor ID

Start the sensor and warm-up

Calibration

After 190 minutes (since “Start Sensor” ), warm-up is completed, enter your first BG
value , press CALIBRATE to continue, then start your IntelliGo CGM for 14 days.

Note:
►Calibrate only when your glucose level is stable.
►Make sure that your blood glucose meter is working properly, and the blood glucose test
paper is valid. Enter the accurate finger blood glucose value within 3 minutes.
►Avoid calibrating during periods of rapid glucose changes, such as during exercise, insulin
dosing or after meals.
►Calibrate optionally to achieve ideal performance. Do not calibrate more than 2 times per
day.

Calibration

Monitoring
Add Note (Insulin, Carb, Sport, Medicine)
Last BG Reading
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Percentage in Range
Display Time Period

Trend Arrow
Measurement
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Fullscreen display

Glucose curve
In Range Zone
Low Zone
Navigation Buttons (Home, Calibrate, Reports, Logbook, Settings)

Monitoring

Confirm/Snooze alarm

You can choose to snooze the alarm for 10/20/30 minutes.
To dismiss an alarm, press the center of the circle for 5 seconds
As you hold-press the screen, the circle will be filled indicating
that the alarm is confirmed.
Treat high/low glucose accordingly.

Confirm alarm

Stop sensor
On the 14th day, the app will notify you to stop the sensor.
Export data to the local folder IntelliGo.
Disconnect in the “sensor” menu. Click “Change Sensor”, to use a new sensor.
Note:
You can export the previous 14-day data in Settings.
This file is stored in a folder in your smart phone:
Internal storage→Documents→intelligo_csv_exports

Remove sensor
Remove sensor and transmitter together off your skin.
◼

Remove the transmitter with releaser. (There‘re 2 pieces in transmitter package).

◼

Put the transmitter back to package, if not using.

Note:
The transmitter stores data of the last 14 days and will erase all data once removed
from the sensor.
So make sure you have all data stored, exported or uploaded via iGO-Share App*.
*See instructions for GN-Share App

End sensor session

Put the transmitter back to the package for re-using
Dispose of the sensor as medical waste.

Refer to user manual for detailed information.

